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You wouldn't think they could ramp up the fake events: we already seemed to be on maximum.  But
somehow they are.  I will hit a couple of fake murders in the news today.  The first, that of Ryan
Thoresen Carson is fantastically easy to see through.   

We have that Jewish creep, self-styled as the Chief Operating Officer of Antifa, faking his death in
Brooklyn to add to the race war they are manufacturing. Since Antifa is a known and obvious CIA
front, we know this is fake without further study.  But the red flags pile to the Moon and are worth
listing anyway.  First of all, they are listing him as both 31 and 32 in the same articles, proving this is
the usual mindstir.  He was allegedly walking with his girlfriend at 4am in a suit, but honestly he
doesn't look like the kind of guy who would have a girlfriend, does he?  His murder conveniently
happened just below a street camera and the whole thing was captured, including audio.  The video is
blurred out, but those street cams have better resolution than that.  We are told the stabbing was
random, but it is already coming out that Carson knew the black guy and was allegedly trying to talk
him down from some domestic squabble.  We are told the couple had just left a wedding in Long
Island.  So what are they doing sitting on backless metal bus benches in the middle of the night in
Crown Heights?  Carson lives in Brooklyn, but not Crown Heights.  He lives on Marcy, which is
Bushwick. 

Further research finds it wasn't Crown Heights, it was Lafayette and Malcolm X.  Oho, I guess you see
the joke there?  A fake race-war murder of a white by a black, and it happened on Malcolm X Blvd
near Jesse Owens playground.  Very funny, right?  Typical Langley humor. 

I looked it up on Google Maps, and we can see the blue fence across the street, telling us they are
directly in front of Hermanos Organic Deli.  Is that a 24-hour hangout for lily white people on Malcolm

https://abcnews.go.com/US/suspect-sought-nyc-fatal-stabbing-ryan-carson/story?id=103708112


X Blvd, so that they can get their late night hummus and tofu?  No.  This is a street of black gyms and
beauty salons and “real estate bought and sold for cash”, so not a great place for Ryan and Claudia to
be hanging out at 4am in wedding attire.   

Amazingly, they have pictures of the couple at the wedding, in the same clothes, so we can compare.  

What the odds?  Before and after photos.  So convenient.  I note that she has a huge witch tattoo on her
forearm.  Not a good sign.  Doesn't instill trust in this event, does it?  And is that even the same guy?

Hard to tell, really.  The glasses are different, but he could have bought a different pair.  I don't see any
glasses in the video, but it is too blurry to be sure.



In any case, his girlfriend Claudia is either the calmest person ever or a terrible actress, I would assume
the latter.  

Another problem: there is no camera there that could have taken this footage:

So the CIA must have installed a camera just for this theater project.  

Here's another clue: Carson's friend Emily Gallagher says she knew him from the DIY punk scene, so
let me ask you this: does that first guy look like a punk?  Even the second guy looks pussy new wave at
worst—a George Michael fan—but the first guy isn't punk at all.  Punks don't dress like that EVER, not
even to go to weddings on Long Island.  The hair, glasses, mustache, and suit all say Napoleon
Dynamite wannabe, the direct opposite of punk, so this is another test of your intelligence.    

Carson's grandfather is John Thoresen, a bigwig who was President and CEO of the Economic
Development Council until 2001, and partner at BCAP Management after that.  He now heads the
Barbara Sinatra Children's Center, and you can see a pic of him here with the Gershowitzes and Aly
Raisman in New York for some event lighting the Empire State building for National Childhood Abuse
month.  We aren't told if they are for or against that.  The Gershowitzes own Marcus Corp Theaters and
Hotels; and you will remember Aly Raisman, the Jewish gymnast who took part in the fake prosecution
of Larry Nassar.  So as usual it is the same families all the time.  

Carson was working for NYPIRG, yet another CIA front and training ground, so best guess is he went
into covert ops and used this fake event as cover for that.  

http://mileswmathis.com/gymnassar.pdf
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Added October 6: More proof this is fake is coming in daily.  They quickly made an arrest based on
that blurry photo of a guy in a hoodie, and he is 18.  His name is Brian Dowling.  Hmmm.  Not really a
black guy's name, is it?  Is he related to Tim Dowling of Geneanet, cousin of kings?  Is he related to
Hitler, whose sister-in-law was a Dowling?  We aren't told.  Probably a fake name, since the big
computers have never heard of him.  Being 18, he should be listed, but no one in that age group comes
up in Brooklyn, New York, or nationwide.  The nearest match is 25, from Bridgeport, CT.  So, some
ghost actor Langley made up for this event.  

Also amusing is that the “distraught” friends of Ryan Carson, some of whom have been quoted in the
press, have started a GoFundMe page, not for Carson's family, but for themselves, so they can take
time off work and grieve.  I have already donated . . . my entire collection of used toothpicks.  

OK, second fake murder: Josh Kruger.  Yep, another Jewish name.  As in that Jewish ghoul Freddie
Krueger (no relation). Actually, Josh's uncle and cousin are named. . . Freddie Kruger.  No, really. 

Let's take the clues as we get them: Kruger was a short, gay journalist, previously homeless and testing
positive for HIV and drug abuse.  So he couldn't have died of that, right?  No, we are told he was shot
at home by an intruder at age 39, on the same day as Ryan Carson.  Kruger had previously worked as
Content Director for the mayor of Philadelphia (a CIA position).  He was working for the Philadelphia
Citizen at the time of his death, and PC has a very strange Board of Directors.  It includes the Senior
Vice President of Government Affairs at Comcast, a known CIA front.  Also Rich Phillips, formerly
lead counsel for the CIA and NSA, now listed as a “philanthropist”.  Right.  Also Robert Keith, founder
of TL Ventures, fined by the SEC in 2014.  And finally, Diana Lind, Communications Director of the
Penn Institute for Urban Research. So if you thought Philadelphia Citizen was a citizen journal, well,
you would be very wrong.  It is just the opposite.  

But the way we know this was faked and not just another HIV death is that the day before he died,
Kruger went on Twitter to mock Scott Adams, who had claimed in 2020 that if Biden got elected
Kruger would be dead within a year.  Kruger laughed that Adams was like Nostradamus. Everyone is
now commenting on how eerie it was that Adams predicted Kruger's death, though a couple of years
late.  Even Adams joked afterwards that he had an alibi.  

As if that weren't enough to peg this as a fake, we are also told Kruger had been threatened by a woman
calling herself Lady Diabla, the She-Devil-of-the-Streets.  More obvious Langley writing, to telegraph
this event.  

This is also strange: Josh's father was Kenneth Kruger, ex-Marine, big hole in his bio, claims to have
worked for the Post Office but that is a common CIA cover, has a son named Eric Eysenbach.  What?
Why the different last names?  That is Josh's brother, about ten years older.  Took his mother's name?
Why?  Anyway, at MyLife, Eric claims to work at Boo Radley Productions.  That's another possible
CIA cover, since a search on that finds the usual mischief: idle companies in many states, including
CA, OR, and TN.  And you remember who Boo Radley is, right?  The spooky character from To Kill a
Mockingbird, written by one-hit wonder Harper Lee, who is probably a CIA committee front herself.
So this looks like another CIA pointer, like Wizard of OZ, Alice in Wonderland, etc. 

https://www.nauglefcs.com/obituaries/kenneth-kruger
https://thephiladelphiacitizen.org/board-of-directors/


Next, fake death number three, tech guru Pava Lapere, the 26-year-old CEO of EcoMap, who was
allegedly murdered on September 22 by black man Jason Billingsley in Baltimore.  She was found on
the rooftop of her apartment building three days later.  Camera footage again exists, showing her letting
Billingsley in herself, though we don't know why.  They suggest she thought he was a maintenance
worker or lost his keys.  Right.  Billingsley, again 32 (like Ryan Carson), had previously been
sentenced to thirty years for rape at knifepoint.  He was released after six years for good behavior.  One
problem: if we do a people search on Jason Dean Billingsley, 32, of Baltimore, we find him, but his
only location is Baltimore.  But there is no state penitentiary in Baltimore.  He should have a listing for
Hagerstown, Jessup, or someplace like that.  Also, Dean is a strange middle name for a black man.
Very uncommon, but it is commonly Jewish.  

Three days before killing Lapere, he allegedly raped a different woman and set her on fire.  He was
being sought for that crime but they couldn't find him.  Right.  He was on parole, so they should have
had an address for him and many contacts.  He may have had an ankle bracelet.  

How did the police know it was Billingsley from that footage?  The facial recognition software must be
really good now, eh?  But if you think so, return to the footage of Ryan Carson being killed.  Could any
computer recognize him or his killer from that footage?  Of course not.   

Pava's father is Frank Lapere.  Her mother is Caroline Marchwinski of Tucson. Her uncle is Edward
Winn, aka Edward Marchwinski, but he is not listed on her Instantcheckmate profile. Scrubbed
everywhere under both names, indicating a probable spook.    Of course it looks like the Marchwinskis
are Jewish, see here for example.  Also here, where the name was probably previously Marczynski.
That indicates to me it is Polish for Marks/Marx.  

So how did Pava start up a company at age 21, before she had even graduated from Johns Hopkins?
They don't tell us that, but she must have been from a very wealthy family.  She made the Forbes 30
under 30 list this year, so she had heavy mainstream promotion as well.  Again indicating she was
Jewish.  You say no?        

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Marchinsky
https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous/stories/marchwinski.html


Also Cuban, I guess, so a Marrano related to Castro and Trudeau most likely.  The image is reversed,
since we also have Alpha Kappa Psi there, which is the business fraternity.  It is to remind us Pava was
VP of Professional Development at AKP.  Yet another dig in the battle of the sexes, since it is probably
there to remind us all business fraternities were forced to allow women in 1976, but business sororities
are still not forced to allow men.  Sexist.

In a link at the bottom of the Microsoft Start page where I found that last info about AKP, we find a
new report on Jon Benet Ramsey, pushing that whole fraud on us again.  We are told new DNA
technology will likely show the Ramseys had nothing to do with it.  No, they didn't, since the entire
case was faked from the ground up.  

Finally, we get the fake story of British actor Laurence Fox allegedly getting arrested for saying he
supported the “blade runners” knocking down cameras in London.   He is from the famous Fox family
of top British actors, including his father James and his grandfather Robin, who was chairman of the
English Stage Company.  Also his brother Jack and his cousins Emilia and Freddie.  I had a crush on
Emilia after Pride and Prejudice: look her up and you will see why.  Like the rest of these people
Laurence has specialized in period pieces, and you may have seen him in Gosford Park, Becoming
Jane, and Elizabeth: the Golden Age.  He has played Prince Charles and Lord Palmerston, so he is not a
no-name.  If you haven't heard of him in the US it is only because you don't watch period pieces.  In
2020, at age 42, it appears his main career was finished and he was tapped for MI6 projects.   He was
dropped by his agent for pushing back on Question Time when someone called him a white privileged
male.  We are supposed to think that isn't allowed anymore, I guess.  In 2021 he played Hunter Biden
in My Son Hunter, a big step down for him.  Last month he hit the news big time when he was fired by
GB News for asking who would want to shag liberal journalist Ava Evans: 

Obviously, many straight guys would, as long as they could wear earplugs.  Which is exactly how we
know this is all fake.  First of all, Fox is a professional actor and knows you don't say stuff like that in

http://mileswmathis.com/jonbenet.pdf
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the mainstream media, no matter how “conservative” you are or how much you hate liberals.  Second,
he would know he wasn't going to score any points by attacking Ava Evans in that manner.  It was a
guaranteed fail, which means it was a planned fail.  Third, the fact that she isn't hideous made her an
allowed target in these fake wars.  Any comment like that is guaranteed to bounce off her and land back
on Fox, as it was meant to.  Which is precisely why he didn't attack some dog on the left.  That would
rightly have been seen as cruel and completely out-of-bounds, ruining the rest of his life.  But as it is,
this will just rattle around for a few weeks and he can wash it off of him later with no lasting effect.  He
will be seen as temporarily deranged, a state all of us can claim these days to some extent.  In fact, he
has already apologized for it, making himself look even more whipped and Ava an even bigger winner
here, without doing anything.   Ava should have paid him for the promotion, and may have.  

You will say Fox shouldn't have been fired for that, since women say things just as nasty about men all
the time without getting fired.  True, but that isn't my point here.  I am not taking sides because that is
what they want you to do.  This is part of a manufactured gender war, and Fox's firing was the whole
point from the start.  He predicted he would be fired: meaning he knew it was in the script.  Evans and
Fox are probably cousins hired to front this project this week.  That is what they do.      

But that was just grease for the current fake, where, in an interview on Rumble, Fox said he not only
supported the blade runners demolishing Ulez cameras, he was planning to join them, saying he would
film himself doing it.  He not only supported the action, but promoted it.  Ridiculous, since all real
monkeywrenchers know that drawing attention to the act is counterproductive.  It is guerrilla warfare,
and you don't wage war that way on camera.  You wear balaclavas, work at night, and keep your mouth
shut.  So we have more proof Fox has been hired to sully everything he touches, like many other
agents.  And his statements in this event confirm my reading of the Ava Evans event.  He is an
infiltrator and spy.  He should be shunned.  

And here's something else weird.  Laurence Fox was married to Billie Piper for nine years.  But his
mother's maiden name is Mary Piper.  Did he marry a cousin?  We don't know, but we do know that is
what these people do.  Billie Piper was previously married to Chris Evans.  Not Captain America, but
the much older television presenter.  Is he related to Ava Evans?  We don't know, since Ava Santina
Evans has no bio.  She has said her mother is Italian, so her mother's maiden name may be Santina.
Other than that, she is a ghost.  Always a red flag.  In that sense, Douglas Murray's comments to her
face on Piers Morgan that “she didn't even have a career” are spot-on.  While Murray has a long Wiki
page with 175 footnotes, Evans has nothing.  She isn't listed.  You will say neither am I, but Wiki isn't
burying Ava Evans because she is so dangerous or revolutionary.  Her politics match their own, so you
would expect some major promotion, and yet they seem to have never heard of her.  Maybe its because
they don't want to put up a page with no information on it.  Nothing is known of her, so what would it
say?   Same thing her bio at JOE says. . . nothing.  She has fake blonde hair and talks on TV.  That's it.

But back to the Foxes.  Laurence's father James is also spooky, as I remember from previous research.
His grandfather was Frederick Lonsdale, the famous playwright of the 1920s.  Born Lionel Frederick
Leonard, mother a Belford, born in Jersey.  His daughter Frances married the Baron John Stuart
Donaldson.  His mother was a Hobart-Hampden, linking us to the Earls of Buckinghamshire.  Anyway,
after making Performance with Mick Jagger in 1968, James Fox quit acting and joined the Navigators,
a spooky “Christian” organization in Colorado Springs.  I remind you that Colorado Springs is a huge
military town, littered with bases.  The Navigators were formed out of the Navy in 1933 by the
evangelist Dawson Trotman. By 1951 they had infiltrated college campuses, starting with the
University of Nebraska.  By 1953 they were linked to Billy Graham, who sold them one of his
properties Glen Eyrie in Colorado Springs.  It is a Tudor-style castle built by General William Jackson

https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?&q=ava+evans+interview&&mid=730E10A22FA714A9FA87730E10A22FA714A9FA87&&FORM=VRDGAR
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Palmer, so this just keeps getting better.  He was a big railroad tycoon and one of the richest men in the
US by 1880.  His wife was Mary Lincoln Mellen, daughter of William Proctor Mellen, linking us to all
that New York wealth as well, as well as to the Clarks and Seymours.  

In case you don't know, the Navigators are an early split-the-sexes project, famous for their no dating,
no-touch policies.  How to create sexual anorexics/gays in three easy steps, starting with hooking them
with Biblical studies that seem genuine.  It was targeted to the US since we don't have same-sex prep
schools like they do in England.  Did.  Or not as much.  Schoolboys in the US weren't getting sexually
screwed up in great enough numbers, so the Navy had to step in.  The Navy has never liked straights
since they lose a lot of potential recruits to marriage/women.  It isn't hard to figure out.  

So, in short, the Navigators were yet another military intelligence project, which means they recruited
James Fox at this time for some reason.  Within a decade he was back, seemingly unchanged, though
he did have an even greater thirst for propaganda films.  So. . . it runs in the family.  And it runs way
back, because these are the same Foxes we looked at in the old Quaker project.  Not much has changed
in over 300 years, since they were closely connected to the Stuarts even then.       
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